
Whether you’re on the sell- or buyside, the manual and time-consuming method of tracking and 
answering multiple bidder questions during the M&A process provides ample room for fumbles, tumbles 
and foul balls. Traditionally conducted largely via email and spreadsheets, it is also highly insecure. 

In our recent webinar Q&A | A Live Feature Showcase, we asked dealmakers how Q&A for DatasiteOne 
solves for these common Q&A challenges. Based on our polling results, here are five reasons why you 
should use Q&A for DatasiteOne.

It reduces communication risks. 
believe securely containing Q&A within the due diligence app 
is the biggest value driver behind our new feature.

This should come as no surprise – dealmakers listed email 
chaos (32%) and question volume (27%) as critical Q&A challenges.

Bonus: 
Keeping all communications in one safe, secure space ensures an accurate deal reporting record. 
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It shortens diligence cycles.  
think Q&A’s Red-Amber-Green (RAG) format helps drive 
workflow, addressing two major Q&A deal-draggers 
according to survey respondents: answer management 
(60%) and progress tracking (46%).

It increases buyer engagement.   
see it ramping up bidder interest. In fact, years of Datasite 
research show integrating Q&A creates a buyside uptick  
of 135%.

It improves client satisfaction.   
tagged client satisfaction as a major draw. The reporting 
functionality provides new, actionable insights into buyer 
engagement while providing customization for fast  
reporting turnarounds, addressing a critical Q&A  

challenge, according to 16% of poll respondents.
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Using Q&A for DatasiteOne helps set you up for success. Ask your Merrill sales 
representative or project management team for training today. 

THE BOTTOM LINE: 
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It fetches better valuations.     
Finally, 16% poll respondents saw the chief value of Q&A  
as improving deal valuations.5 16%

Q. How does Q&A improve valuations? 

A. Q&A is typically the most time-consuming 
part of the deal. The faster and more 
efficiently you can work through it, the more 
likely you are to improve buyer engagement 
and drive up valuations.

Asked 05/16/2019 - 11:00AM

Answered 05/16/2019 - 11:30AM

Q. What does question threading have to do 
with buyer engagement?

Asked 05/16/2019 - 11:00AM

A. When we spoke to buyers, one of their 
top complaints was that their questions 
were not answered correctly the first time. 
Question threading allows an easy back and 
forth between the sell- and buyside.

Answered 05/16/2019 - 11:30AM

DatasiteOne, a market-leading SaaS due diligence platform, enables dealmakers around the world to focus on the deal, not the 
data room. Sophisticated analytics, ironclad security and world-class support make DatasiteOne the cloud-based virtual data room 
of choice for M&A and securities professionals in more than 170 countries.  
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Merrill DatasiteOne lets you focus on the deal, not the  
data room. Whether it’s due diligence, content management,  
document formatting and printing, or conferencing facilities  
you need, Merrill can help. 
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The Merrill DatasiteOne Difference

Not all virtual data rooms are created equal – they aren’t all built to handle the high 
demands of sensitive transactions while delivering premium features and real-world 
usability. With decades of expertise behind us, we’ve seen what works – and  
what doesn’t.

+ Fast Setup: Opportunities can arise quickly, and Merrill DatasiteOne is built for  
 rapid implementation no matter the size or complexity of the deal and site content.  
 We offer the fastest response time to activate your virtual data room. With  
 DatasiteOne, your virtual data room can be activated in just minutes. 

+ Easiest to Use: Work more efficiently with expanded capabilities, reduced clicks on  
 key activities, drag and drop functionality and an improved upload process that  
 makes it easy to quickly replicate structures and authorizations. 

+ Ironclad Security: Your company’s information is too valuable to host on free, or low  
 cost, and generally less-secure file sharing services that are vulnerable to malicious  
 intruders. Merrill adheres to best-in-class global security standards across the data  
 security chain. 

+ Superior Search: Merrill DatasiteOne is built with sophisticated search technologies  
 that swiftly pinpoint what you seek, no matter the format or file type. 

+ Critical Control: Audit tools ensure visibility into document chain of ownership, with  
 insight into what information is downloaded, printed, forwarded or copied. 

+ Advanced Q&A: Manage buyer groups through question limits and approvals,  
 automatically route questions to the category experts, import and export data to  
 Excel while preserving the audit data in DatasiteOne. 

+ Best-in-class Support: Merrill’s dedicated team of proven subject matter experts  
 is well-versed in a wide variety of deal types and available around the clock. 

+ Constant Project Readiness: You’re always prepared for the next round of activity,  
 including the post-merger phase and reporting to stakeholders and regulators.  
 Comprehensive audit reports, deal room archives, data removal, content transfer  
 and storage options support a smooth transaction.


